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          Sit back and watch your project leap forward.

          Quality design and development since 2006


          Get in touch
            Get a quote
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          What can we do for you?
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                Web applications 
 Ruby on Rails

                We have over 10 years of experience in building custom web applications, tailored exactly to even the most complex specifications. We work with various frameworks, but where performance and infinite expandability is a serious concern, we recommend Ruby on Rails. 
Experience means efficiency. You can't stretch a dollar, but you can make it last longer. 

            


            
                  Mobile Apps 
 iOS / Android development

                  For over 6 years we’ve been building powerful native mobile applications on both iOS and Android platforms.

Whether you have an idea for a new app, want to expand an existing product or thinking of ways to support your web application with a mobile companion, we're here to help. No matter how complex your idea is, we can handle it. Test us. 
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                Web / Mobile Apps 
Design

                A clean, consistent, high-quality design means more users and more customers. Your product has a much bigger chance of success if it looks professional and pleasing to the eye. 

The interface will often decide if your project is an investment or an expense. If you want creative, beautiful and functional designs, we're just an e-mail away. 
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                  Wordpress / Prestashop / 
 Magento

                  In 2001, long before establishing a company, we deployed our first commercial project. That's over 15 years of experience that gives us the expertise to build SEO friendly, responsive, entirely custom websites. 

Nowadays, with tools like Wordpress, Joomla, PrestaShop or Magento we can quickly deploy even the most complex projects with extensive custom plugins. 
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                Performance and savings 
can go together

                Optimization is a necessity. Those who think otherwise are quickly persuaded by blackouts and crashes that cause data losses. 

Only experienced developers can choose the best architecture that pays dividends later on when only small performance tweaks are necessary instead of costly rebuilds and server upgrades. 
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                UI / UX 
 Design that captivates

                Beautiful design is a great start. Users are far more likely to try your product out if it looks professional and easy on the eyes. But that’s just the first step. Make sure that when they start using it, they can reach the goal efficiently and without unnecessary frustration. 
A proper user interface and user experience is not just a fashionable, modern term. It’s often the difference between success and failure. 

            

        

    

    
        
          Efficient, clean, 
 easy to maintain code

          What's under the hood is even more important than what meets the eye. Our developers hold themselves to the highest standards in keeping the code efficient and clean. 

It's not enough that it just works. It has to work well across devices, be easily extendable and scalable - ready for that day when high user load hits.

        




        
        Expand 
your team effortlessly

        Your existing team is not big enough to handle the workload? 
We can integrate seamlessly with your existing team to provide you with a remote team member, ready to help. 

Comfortable modern Git solutions like GitHub or Bitbucket allow for low effort integration and provide good code flow optimization.

        




        
            Your remote, 
in-house development team

            You're not yet ready for the cost of running a full-time in-house development team, but need one nevertheless? 

We're here to solve this problem. 
Let us get things done for you, without the cost and the hassle of running an office. 

No overhead, you just pay for the work done.

        

        



        
            Meet some of our clients:
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								You’ve just found a truly experienced team.
					That’s a hell of a first step.
					Time to make the next one, tell us about your project:
					Get in touch					Get a quote			
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          GET A QUOTE

        

            
              
                
                  Full name

                  

                  E-mail address

                  

                  Prefered technology not required

                  

                  Prefered completion date not required

                  
                

                  
                    Project description: 

                    
                  

              
                  

              

                Leave this empty: 

              Send
              



            


    





  
      
            GET IN TOUCH
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                E-mail address

                

                Phone number not required
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